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Preliminary Ratings

Class
Preliminary
rating(i)

Preliminary amount
(mil. $)(ii)

Anticipated repayment
dates

Legal final
maturity date

LTV ratio
(%)(iii)

A-1/A-2 AAA (sf) 1,010.00 October 2025/2027(iv) Oct. 20, 2050 43

A-3/A-4 AA (sf) 118.00 October 2025/2027(iv) Oct. 20, 2050 48

A-5/A-6 A (sf) 868.00 October 2025/2027(iv) Oct. 20, 2050 85

B-1/B-2 BBB+ (sf) 118.00 October 2025/2027(iv) Oct. 20, 2050 90

Note: This presale report is based on information as of Oct. 21, 2020. The ratings shown are preliminary. Subsequent information may result in
the assignment of final ratings that differ from the preliminary ratings. Accordingly, the preliminary ratings should not be construed as
evidence of final ratings. This report does not constitute a recommendation to buy, hold, or sell securities. (i)The ratings do not address
post-ARD additional interest. (ii)The class amounts will be sized to investor demand. (iii)LTV calculated using the commercial properties'
aggregate appraised value. (iv)In October each year. LTV--Loan to value. ARD--Anticipated repayment date.

Profile

Expected closing Oct. 30, 2020.

Collateral 247 commercial real estate properties (industrial, retail and office), including related rents
due under triple-net as well as modified triple-net lease contracts with the properties'
tenants.

Issuer Oak Street Investment Grade Net Lease Fund LLC.

Property managers and
special servicers

Oak Street Investment Grade Net Lease Fund GP LLC, as U.S. property manager and as U.S.
special servicer, and Oak Street Investment Grade Net Lease Fund Canada PM ULC, as
Canadian property manager and as Canadian special servicer.

Backup manager Keybank N.A.

Trustee Citibank N.A.

Custodian U. S. Bank N.A.

Bookrunners Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC and Wells Fargo Securities LLC.
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Rationale

The preliminary ratings assigned to Oak Street Investment Grade Net Lease Fund Series 2020-1
LLC's (the issuer) $2.114 billion net lease mortgage notes series 2020-1 reflect:

- The credit enhancement available in the form of subordination for the class A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4,
A-5, and A-6 notes;

- Overcollateralization (the aggregate appraised value minus the aggregate series principal
balance);

- The available cushion, as measured by the issuer debt service coverage ratio (DSCR): year one
DSCR is expected to be at least 1.75x;

- Oak Street Investment Grade Net Lease Fund GP LLC's and Oak Street Investment Grade Net
Lease Fund Canada PM ULC's (Oak Street or the servicers) property management and special
servicing abilities;

- KeyBank N.A. as backup manager;

- The projected cash flows supporting the notes; and

- The transaction's legal and payment structures.

S&P Global Ratings acknowledges a high degree of uncertainty about the evolution of the
coronavirus pandemic. The current consensus among health experts is that COVID-19 will remain
a threat until a vaccine or effective treatment becomes widely available, which could be around
mid-2021. We are using this assumption in assessing the economic and credit implications
associated with the pandemic (see our research here: www.spglobal.com/ratings). As the
situation evolves, we will update our assumptions and estimates accordingly.

Strengths, Weaknesses, And Mitigating Factors

The transaction's strengths include the following:

- The properties are operationally essential real estate that are linked to the tenants' ability to
generate revenues.

- All tenants in the pool have a S&P Global Ratings' credit rating or a credit estimate.

- The weighted average rating of the tenants is investment grade at closing.

- A cash-funded liquidity reserve of $1.5 million at close, with a potential for it to increase up to
$4 million if the DSCR drops below 1.35x.

- Over 80% of the pool consists of triple-net leases that require the tenants to pay all
maintenance, taxes, and insurance on the properties.

- Most of the properties are located in the top 50 metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs), as
measured by population.

- The properties are geographically diversified across 38 states and Canada.

- The cross-collateralization and cross-guaranteed nature of various properties and the
triple-net lease cash flows may reduce any particular property's potential weakness in
generating income to support the notes.
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- The securitization structure, including the property managers' and the backup manager's
obligation to make interest and property protection advances to the extent deemed
recoverable.

- The properties'clean environmental Phase I results.

- A moderate level of principal amortization before the anticipated repayment date (ARD).

- The performance tests, such as early amortization and DSCR sweep.

- Oak Street's operating history and experience in the industry. During the current COVID-19
pandemic, Oak Street has collected 100% of the collections due and has not had any deferrals.

The transaction's weaknesses include the following:

- Disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic could adversely affect the performance of the
tenants and their ability to make timely payments.

- Given the liquidity stress that many businesses are currently experiencing, we consider the lack
of meaningful, permanent liquidity reserves to be a significant structural weakness that could
be a driver of negative ratings actions if debt service coverage declines sharply. The transaction
has a modest liquidity reserve that covers the 'AAA' note interest for one month.

- The notes are not fully amortizing and are subject to a balloon payment at the anticipated
repayment date. This poses refinancing risk, as well as, the risk that the issuer has to liquidate
a large portion of the collateral to make the balloon payment and relies on the condition of the
real estate market at that time.

- The transaction's higher leverage compared with other triple-net lease transactions.

- The class B notes' principal balance could potentially be adjusted down in order to calculate
the interest due on these notes based on the performance of the collateral pool and defaults
and delinquencies held in the transaction. The monthly interest paid on these notes will be on
the adjusted balance.

- The credit quality of the pool may deteriorate over time and result in higher default
assumptions.

- Up to 20% of the collateral can be leased under modified triple-net leases where the issuers
may have an obligation related to certain structural and other components of improvements.

- One property in the portfolio accounting for about 7.7% of the total collateral is subject to a
ground lease, and the issuer has a leasehold interest. The ground lease is structured pursuant
to a fee-in-lieu of taxes arrangement that can be unwound by the leasehold owner at any time.

- Five properties, constituting 7.40% of the initial collateral, are located in Canada, and
collections from them are potentially subject to foreign currency risk.

- Some of the issuers are formed as Canadian corporations and may be subject to tax liabilities.

- Many of the tenants operate multiple properties, and a general non-performance or
deterioration of one operator may cause adverse effects on the transaction performance.

- The tenants' ability to relocate may affect occupancy rate and lease income.

- The portfolio has large concentrations in industrial properties (37%) and offices (31%) property
types that we do not have as much historical performance data for as retail triple-net
properties.

- The transaction collateral has one restaurant concept that may be strained under COVID-19
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restrictions.

- The properties' usage may be specialized, providing challenges when attempting to find
replacement tenants.

- The properties may be subject to laws and regulations relating to human health and the
environment.

- The senior class A release event assumes an instantaneous liquidation of up to 40% of the
aggregate collateral value, though the property managers may not be able to liquidate
properties instantaneously (for more details, see the Senior class A release event section
below).

- The market value risk associated with the senior notes' release event.

The following factors partially mitigate the transaction's weaknesses:

- Most of the properties are operationally essential to the tenants and hence they are more likely
to release.

- The tenants in the pool are of higher credit quality compared with typical triple-net
transactions. The initial weighted average rating of the tenants is investment grade. These
tenants may be more likely to show stronger performance and less likely to default on their
leases or file for bankruptcies. The transaction pays timely interest and ultimate principal
before legal maturity date under all our cash flow stress scenarios despite the higher leverage.

- The only restaurant concept is from Cracker Barrel Old Country Store Inc., accounting for
12.36% of the initial collateral pool. All 78 tenants have made full lease payments since
acquisition, specifically since the start of the pandemic, and have not requested any deferrals.
Restaurants and other eating places cannot exceed a limit of 13.5% per the transaction
documents.

- Per the transaction documents, the property managers can only actively add tenants that are
similar or better in credit quality compared to the existing pool at the time, or in
investment-grade tenants. This ensures that the portfolio credit quality is maintained or
improved over the transaction's life. In our cash flow analysis, we assume that the re-lease is to
tenants similar in credit quality compared with that at the time of close.

- The transaction has an integrated waterfall, whereby all collections received including rent,
property liquidation proceeds, and short-term interest from temporary investments are held in
one collection account. All collections received can be used to pay senior fees and interest on
the bonds. Because our rating analysis looks for timely interest and ultimate principal paid to
noteholders, the availability of all cash collections to cover timely interest payments could be a
mitigating factor to liquidity stress in the short term.

- The cash-funded liquidity reserve at close of $1.5 million and the liquidity reserve trigger event
that could increase the reserve to $4 million provide additional liquidity to shield timing
shortfalls to cover interest payments, potentially increased Canadian tax liabilities, or other
unforeseen outflows to some extent.

- The current Canadian tax payments are not a material outflow from the transaction's cash
flows. The transaction can withstand a doubling of these rates and still pay timely interest and
ultimate principal on all the notes under our cash flow stresses.

- This transaction has trigger mechanisms designed to trap excess cash into a debt service
account if the monthly DSCR drops below a threshold of 1.25x. The transaction will move into
early amortization if the three-month average DSCR subsequently breaches a lower threshold
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of 1.15x. These triggers are typically curable if the DSCR exceeds the given threshold for three
consecutive periods. These mechanisms protect the noteholders by ensuring no cash is leaked
out to equityholders at times when rent collections are diminished. The DSCR at closing will be
no less than 1.75x.

- The property managers and special servicers can make advances to cover principal and interest
on the notes, under certain circumstances. However, we do not give explicit credit to this in our
cash flow analysis.

- The backup manager, Keybank (A-/Stable/A-2), is obligated to make principal and interest
advances, under certain conditions, to the extent the property managers and special servicers
are unable to do so.

- Most of the properties are located in the top 50 MSAs by population.

- If enough similarities exist between the incoming and outgoing tenants, the timeframe needed
to retrofit the property may be significantly reduced.

- For each property, an environmental site assessment was completed, which revealed no
material adverse environmental conditions on the properties; and the typical lease includes
indemnifications by the tenant relating to various liabilities at the properties, including
potential environmental conditions.

Business Description: Oak Street

Oak Street Real Estate Capital LLC was founded in 2009 as a private equity real estate firm.
Headquartered in Chicago, Ill. and managed by its three managing partners, Oak Street remains
100% employee-owned with $6.9 billion of equity raised since inception.

Oak Street's acquisition approach focuses on net lease real estates occupied by
investment-grade-rated tenants subject to long-term leases. The net lease contracts help in
predictable cash flows as any increase in expenses are totally borne by the tenant, with
contractual lease obligations providing absolute clarity on future rents. Oak Street's off-market
sourcing capability has allowed for significant capital appreciation opportunities in a variety of
market environments. Oak Street proactively develops direct relationships with corporate tenants
viewed as attractive credits to structure mutually beneficial transactions with favorable
off-market pricing. By partnering with property developers, Oak Street is able to negotiate pricing
and terms that are generally better than a marketed deal while not taking any development risk.
Oak Street has been successful in de-risking investments before closing by structuring
value-added lease modifications.

Underwriting, Collection, And Property Management Process

Oak Street's underwriting process includes creditworthiness assessments of the tenant and its
businesses in addition to an underlying commercial real estate analysis. The credit assessment
focusses on company overview, financial overview, industry overview, and the company's use of
proceeds. The real estate assessment involves site visits, input from local experts, market
comparison, downside analysis, replacement cost overview, and assessment of the property's
mission criticality. Oak Street manages its relationship with property businesses by conducting
periodic meetings with company management, ensuring lease compliance and periodic financial
reporting.
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Industry Characteristics: Sector Outlook

S&P Global Ratings expects the credit quality for rated real estate investment trusts (REITs) will
see gradual improvement in rent collections as the economy steadily reopens and tenants get
back to business. It seems that consumers are adapting to the "new normal", and tenants were
able to reopen somewhat successfully, although it remains to be seen how traffic and sales will
trend, especially as COVID-19 cases re-emerge. We believe that properties being open is crucial
for rent collection in the hardest hit subsectors like retail. However, the ultimate collectability of
rent deferrals could take longer to ascertain, and we believe a large portion of deferrals could
become abatements. While the vast majority of REITs did provide some details on cash rent
collection, executed deferral agreements, abatements, and provisions for bad debt expenses, the
reporting and approach taken varied widely based on each company's level of conservatism and
how far along they were with executing deferral agreements, as many were still outstanding.
Accordingly, we expect rent collections to continue to affect credit metrics well into 2021, when
most repayment schedules are set to commence. This could result in additional write offs over the
coming months as REITs reassess tenant credit quality.

S&P Global Ratings now expects U.S. GDP to grow 6.7%--or annualized 29.5%--in the third
quarter (following a 10.25% peak-to-trough contraction during the first half), and the contraction
in full-year 2020 to be 4%--significantly better than the 5% drop we forecasted in June. Moreover,
we expect the recovery to enter a slower growth phase heading into 2021, and we forecast the
economy won't get back to its pre-pandemic levels (real GDP of fourth-quarter 2019) until late
2021, with an annual GDP growth rate for next year at 3.9% (was 5.2% in June).

Industrial

In the U.S., the e-commerce share of total sales increased 16.0% to $211.5 billion in the second
quarter from 11.0% a year earlier, representing a 31.8% quarter-over-quarter and 44.5%
year-over-year increase, according the U.S. Census Bureau's Quarterly Retail E-Commerce Sales
report for second-quarter 2020. This trend has buoyed the performance of industrial properties,
and their values have actually increased (up 2%) versus the pre-COVID-19 timeframe according to
Green Street, which is only one of two CRE property types to do so (the other is manufactured
housing). There appears little reason to believe that this property type will stumble in the near
term, especially in so-called "last-mile" locations.

Office

The office sector is in the midst of an uncertain period regarding the future space needs of tenants
(i.e., the demand side of the equation). Most markets, with a few notable exceptions (i.e., New York
City), have seen restraint on the supply side in recent years. Currently, many office buildings are
sparsely occupied, and we've seen examples in our new issue analysis of a gap between effective
and net rents to renew leases or attract new tenants. The Green Street CPPI has offices down
about 10% in value versus the pre-COVID-19 period, which is in line with the decline in their
aggregate "all property" index.

The question, of course, is whether the current state of most offices will become the "norm" going
forward. Detractors cite some combination of a population shift away from larger, denser cities,
work-from-home arrangements, and corporate cost-cutting strategies favoring a shrinking real
estate footprint, leading to reduced demand, especially in central business districts. This, in turn,
would impact vacancy rates (higher), rents (lower), and values (lower). On the other side of the
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debate, market participants stress the positive aspects of collaboration, the need to train junior
employees, social distancing measures that are being implemented, momentum in the sense that
office culture has been in place for a long time, the (future) availability of an effective vaccine, and
the temporary nature of the current pandemic.

To date, there isn't much hard data available to conclude if a significant percentage of rolling
office leases are, or are not, being renewed, whether corporations are exploring alternative spaces
in suburban locations and/or perhaps subleasing current office spaces, and so on. We expect this
picture to develop over the coming quarters, with more clarity likely in 2021. It is also important to
note that office leases are typically for longer terms, on the order of 10 years or more, so any
potential distress would likely take place gradually, over an extended period of time. As a
consequence of the pandemic, there is a trend for tenants to negotiate for shorter terms.

According to NAREIT surveys, office rent collections have remained steady and high-–well above
90.0%--through July.

Retail

In our recent report, "U.S. And European CMBS COVID-19 Impact: Retail And Lodging Are The
Hardest Hit," published Sept. 28, 2020, we provide a detailed discussion of the current retail and
lodging sectors. Our analysis found that retail malls have been facing significant challenges and
deteriorating revenues for the past several years due to several factors, including the proliferation
of retailer bankruptcies and store closures as consumer shopping preferences shifted to
e-commerce from brick-and-mortar stores. We expect retail mall performance deterioration to
continue and/or accelerate in the U.S. over the next year. Meanwhile, grocery-anchored retail,
home improvement stores, and some larger big-box retailers are generally outperforming the
traditional retail stores.

Transaction Comparison

Table 1 shows a comparison of this and other recent triple-net lease transactions.

Table 1

Transaction Comparison(i)

Oak
Street

(Series
2020-1)

CARS-DB4,
L.P. (Series

2020-1)

NADG NNN
Naperville

L.P. (Series
2019-1)

STORE
Master

Funding
I-VII, XIV

(Series
2019-1)

AFN
ABSPROP001

LLC (Series
2019-1)

Spirit Master
Funding LLC/Spirit

Master Funding II
LLC/Spirit Master

Funding III LLC/Spirit
Master Funding VI
LLC/Spirit Master

Funding VIII LLC
(Series 2018-1)

No. of properties 247 195 136 1,111 202 793

Lease (%)(ii) 100.0 98.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 96.8

Mortgage loans (%) 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2

Largest industry
group concentration
(%)

14.6 100.0 32.8 25.2 45.4 28.0

Largest state
concentration (%)

11.6 13.9 16.0 12.8 15.6 9.7
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Table 1

Transaction Comparison(i) (cont.)

Oak
Street

(Series
2020-1)

CARS-DB4,
L.P. (Series

2020-1)

NADG NNN
Naperville

L.P. (Series
2019-1)

STORE
Master

Funding
I-VII, XIV

(Series
2019-1)

AFN
ABSPROP001

LLC (Series
2019-1)

Spirit Master
Funding LLC/Spirit

Master Funding II
LLC/Spirit Master

Funding III LLC/Spirit
Master Funding VI
LLC/Spirit Master

Funding VIII LLC
(Series 2018-1)

Non-zero weighted
average FCCR (x)(iii)

N/A 4.4 2.9 2.8 2.1 2.4

S&P Global Ratings'
as-is liquidation value
(%)

43.7 54.9 59.7 72.6 61.7 54.2

S&P Global Ratings'
weighted average cap
rates (%)

8.1 9.2 8.5 9.0 9.0 8.5

Sector composition

Retail (%) 31.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Office (%) 31.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Industrial (%) 37.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

% of
investment-grade
obligors

69.0 0.0 35.0 0.3 0.0 2.7

Liquidity reserve
amount (mil. $)(v)

1.5/4(vi) 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

(i)As of the statistical cut-off date for Oakstreet and as of the closing dates for others. (ii)Includes hybrid leases, conversion leases, and
mortgage loans, where applicable. (iii)Weighted average unit FCCR. (iv)Non-zero weighted average FCCR unavailable for the transaction. (v)At
closing. (vi)$1.5 million at closing and $4 million if DSCR < 1.35x. FCCR--Fixed charge coverage ratio as reported in the offering memorandum.
DSCR--Debt service coverage ratio. N/A--Not applicable.

Pool And Structural Characteristics

As of Aug. 27, 2020, statistical cut-off date, the pool had the characteristics outlined in table 2.

Table 2

Pool Characteristics(i)

Aggregate collateral value (bil.
$)

2.35

Aggregate allocated loan
amount (bil. $)

2.11

No. of properties 247

No. of leases 156

No. of tenants 27

Avg. collateral value (mil. $) 9.51
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Table 2

Pool Characteristics(i) (cont.)

Range of collateral value (mil.
$)

0.61-179.74

Weighted average original
lease term (mos.)

183

Weighted average remaining
lease term (mos.)

157

Range of initial lease term
(mos.)

140-407

Range of remaining lease term
(mos.)

99-239

Combined loan-to-value by
rating level(ii)

43.01% for the 'AAA (sf)' rated notes, 48.03% for the 'AA (sf)' rated notes, 84.99% for the 'A
(sf)' rated notes, and 90.01% 'BBB+ (sf)' rated notes.

Issuer DSCR (x)(iii) 1.75

Lease type Triple-net lease (80.7%) and modified triple net lease (19.3%)

Property type Industrial (37.2%), retail (31.5%), and office (31.3%)

Top five industry concentration Motor vehicle parts manufacturing (14.6%), insurance agencies and brokerage (13.4%),
restaurants (12.4%), commercial banking (11.4%), and general retail (9.7%)

Largest five tenants Magna International (14.60%), Cracker Barrel (12.36%), State Farm (8.57%), Walgreens
(8.08%), and Big Lots (7.48%)

Largest three state
concentrations

New Jersey (11.60%), Alabama (10.33%), and Florida (8.85%)

(i)As of the Aug. 27, 2020, statistical cutoff date. (ii)Calculated as of Oct. 15, 2020. (iii)The year one minimum DSCR. DSCR--Debt service
coverage ratio.

Transaction Structure

The issuers are multiuse special-purpose entities (SPEs) that can, at a future date, issue
additional series of notes secured by the entire collateral pool.

Each month, available funds will first be used to pay expenses on the collateral pool in the order of
priority shown in table 3.

Table 3

Collateral Pool Expense Waterfall

Priority Payment

1 Indenture trustee fee.

2 Property managers fee.

3 Special servicers fee.

4 Backup manager fee.

5 Canadian collateral agent fee.

6 Reimbursement of advances and extraordinary expenses (subject to an annual limit) to the property
managers, special servicers, and backup manager.

7 Issuer expenses (subject to an annual and lifetime limit).
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Table 3

Collateral Pool Expense Waterfall (cont.)

Priority Payment

8 Reimbursement of extraordinary expenses (subject to an annual and lifetime limit) to the indenture
trustee, the property managers and special servicers, and any relevant third party not previously paid
above.

After paying pool expenses, available amounts will be allocated to the series available amount
below.

Table 4

Allocation Waterfall

Priority Payment

1 Class A note interest in each series, pro rata.

2 Class B note interest in each series, pro rata.

3 If no early amortization event is in effect, first, class A scheduled principal; second, class B scheduled principal;
third, if class A-1, A-2, A-3, or A-4 are outstanding, replenish liquidity reserve to $1,500,000 amount; fourth,
allocated unscheduled principal to class A outstanding balance; and fifth, allocated unscheduled principal to
class B outstanding balance.

4 If an early amortization event is in effect, first, pay down class A remaining principal; and second, pay down
class B remaining principal.

5 During a DSCR sweep period, pay to DSCR reserve account until it reaches total series principal balance.

6 To each series sequentially, make-whole amounts to classes A and B.

7 To each series pro rata, interest carry-forward amounts on class B.

8 To each series sequentially, aggregate unpaid and deferred post-ARD additional interest accrued to classes A
and B.

9 Unpaid issuer expenses.

10 Remaining funds to issuers and co-issuers.

DSCR--Debt service coverage ratio. ARD--Anticipated repayment date.

The indenture trustee will apply the series available amounts in the payment priority in table 5.

Table 5

Series Waterfall

Priority Payment

1 Class A-1 and A-2 note interest, pro rata.

2 Class A-3 and A-4 note interest, pro rata.

3 Class A-5 and A-6 note interest, pro rata.

4 Class B-1 and B-2 note interest, pro rata.

5 If not in an early amortization period, pro rata, to classes A-1 and A-2 first the scheduled principal and then,
unscheduled principal. If in an early amortization period or an event of default has occurred and is continuing,
all available funds to pay down the class A-1 and A-2 principal balance until they are reduced to zero.

6 If not in an early amortization period, pro rata, to classes A-3 and A-4 first scheduled principal, and then
unscheduled principal. If in an early amortization period or an event of default has occurred and is continuing,
all available funds to pay down the class A-3 and A-4 principal balance until they are reduced to zero.
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Table 5

Series Waterfall (cont.)

Priority Payment

7 If not in an early amortization period, pro rata, to classes A-5 and A-6, first the scheduled principal, and then the
unscheduled principal. If in an early amortization period or an event of default has occurred and is continuing,
all available funds to pay down the class A-5 and A-6 principal balance until they are reduced to zero.

8 If not in an early amortization period, pro rata, to classes B-1 and B-2, first the scheduled principal, and then
the unscheduled principal. If in an early amortization period or an event of default has occurred and is
continuing, all available funds to pay down the class B-1 and B-2 principal balance until they are reduced to
zero.

9 Class A-1 and A-2 make-whole amounts, pro rata, if any.

10 Class A-3 and A-4 make-whole amounts, pro rata, if any.

11 Class A-5 and A-6 make-whole amounts, pro rata, if any.

12 Class B-1 and B-2 make-whole amounts, if any.

13 Class B-1 and B-2 interest carry forward amounts, if any.

14 Class A-1 and A-2 post-ARD additional interest and deferred post-ARD additional interest, if any.

15 Class A-3 and A-4 post-ARD additional interest and deferred post-ARD additional interest, if any.

16 Class A-5 and A-6 post-ARD additional interest and deferred post-ARD additional interest, if any.

17 Class B-1 and B-2 post-ARD additional interest and deferred post-ARD additional interest, if any.

18 All remaining funds to the issuers and co-issuers.

ARD--Anticipated repayment date.

DSCR sweep

If the monthly DSCR level (all collected and available funds divided by the monthly debt service on
the notes) is less than or equal to 1.25x (and an early amortization period is not in effect), a DSCR
sweep period will occur. During this period, the funds remaining after paying item 11 in table 4 will
be deposited into the DSCR reserve account. A DSCR sweep period will continue until the monthly
DSCR is greater than 1.25x for three consecutive determination dates or an early amortization
period begins. The issuers will use all funds in the DSCR reserve account as available funds in an
early amortization event.

Early amortization

An early amortization period will take effect if the three-month rolling average DSCR level is less
than or equal to 1.15x, any series of notes has not been fully redeemed by its respective ARD, or an
event of default has occurred. An early amortization period brought on by a low DSCR level will
cure after three consecutive months in which the DSCR level is above 1.15x. As noted in items 5, 6,
7, and 8 in table 4, all available funds (after paying expenses and interest) will be paid pro rata to
classes A-1 and A-2, then classes A-3 and A-4, then classes A-5 and A-6, and then classes B-1
and B-2 until their principal balances are reduced to zero.

Liquidity reserve account

The transaction will have a $1,500,000 cash-funded liquidity reserve at close to cover potential
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shortfalls in payment of collateral pool expenses or note interest or increased Canadian tax
liabilities. Upon paydown of the 'AAA' or 'AA' classes, the property managers will be able to direct
the trustee to release the amounts in the liquidity reserve. Until 'AAA' and 'AA' are paid down, the
amounts held in the liquidity reserve account will be invested in short-term and investment-grade
obligations and will be replenished as needed according to the payment priority. If a liquidity
reserve trigger event were to occur, as triggered by a monthly DSCR that is equal to or less than
1.35x, the issuers will make deposits into the account until the reserve account reaches
$4,000,000.

Advances

The property managers are obligated to make interest or principal advances on the notes if they
are deemed recoverable. The advances are meant to cover any shortfalls resulting from missed
lease payments or property vacancies, unforeseen Canadian tax liabilities, as well as any interest
and principal shortfalls, in case the notes will not be paid in full by their final maturity. Principal
payments in the post-ARD period (other than on the final maturity date), make-whole amounts,
post-ARD additional interest, and deferred post-ARD additional interest are all excluded from this
requirement. If the property managers fail to make an advance, the backup manager is obligated
to make the advance in its place. These requirements for advances are a form of liquidity for the
notes.

Senior class A release event

If any class A-1, A-2, A-3, or A-4 notes are still outstanding on the October 2039 payment date and
an early amortization period is in effect, the property managers will be required to use
commercially reasonable efforts to sell properties in an amount equal to the lesser of 40% of the
aggregate collateral value and the remaining outstanding principal balance of the 'AAA (sf)' rated
notes and the 'AA (sf)' rated notes, to pay down the 'AAA (sf)' rated notes and the 'AA (sf)' rated
notes, taking into account the sum of the collateral value of all assets released since the issuance
date.

S&P Global Ratings' Stress Scenario Assumptions

We believe the risk to the cash flow generated from the portfolio of properties and their associated
leases stems from four major factors:

- Defaults of the initial pool of tenants (the lessees);

- The property managers' ability to re-lease the properties vacated by defaulted lessees to new
tenants and the renewal rate of tenants that reach the end of their leases;

- The lease terms for new tenants (rental rate and term of lease); and

- The liquidation value of those properties that the managers are unable to re-lease and chooses
to liquidate.

We utilized the Standard & Poor's CDO Evaluator, our ratings on the lessees, the collateral value of
future lease payments, and the lease term to determine the initial default rate of the initial pool of
lessees. Under our 'AAA', 'AA', 'A', and 'BBB+' stress scenarios, our default assumptions for the
portfolio are 54.7%, 43.8%, 37.2%, and 31.2%, respectively.

For the properties on which a tenant defaulted, we assumed that 50.0%, 40.0%, 30.0%, and
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23.4%--based on the 'AAA', 'AA', 'A', and 'BBB+' stress scenarios, respectively--would be sold at a
stressed liquidation value of 9.8%, 12.2%, 14.6%, and 16.1% of the appraised value (subject to a
24-month lag for the 'AAA' and 'AA' scenarios and 12-month lag for the 'A' and 'BBB+' scenarios).

We assumed the remaining defaulted properties were re-leased for a second lease cycle (subject
to a 24-month lag under the 'AAA' and 'AA' stress scenarios and a 12-month lag under the 'A' and
'BBB' stress scenarios) at a rental rate equal to 60.0%, 65.0%, 70.0%, and 73.3% of the rental rate
under 'AAA', 'AA', 'A', and 'BBB+' stress scenarios, respectively. At the end of this second lease
cycle, we assumed those leases would be renewed at 75.0%, 80.0%, 85.0%, and 88.3% of their
current rates in the 'AAA', 'AA', 'A', and 'BBB+' stress scenarios, respectively, followed by a
liquidation of 43.7% after a 12-month lag for 'AAA' and 'AA' scenarios and a six-month lag for 'A'
and 'BBB+' scenarios.

Finally, for performing properties, we assumed a lease renewal rate of 75%, 80.0%, 85.0%, and
88.3% for the 'AAA', 'AA', 'A', and 'BBB+' stress scenarios, respectively. Thereafter, we assumed a
43.7% liquidation value of those properties following a 12-month lag in the 'AAA' and 'AA'
scenarios and six-month lag in the 'A' and 'BBB+' scenarios.

To determine the various liquidation values assumed above, we estimated the properties' value
using our commercial real estate methodology under three specific circumstances:

- The property is occupied by a tenant that is making full payments under the lease (the leased
value). In determining each property's leased value, we assumed rental income based on the
in-place leases, the appraiser's estimate of market rent, and recent leasing data from the
market. We also applied a vacancy deduction to the potential gross income. We estimated
expenses and expense reimbursements based on information from the appraisals and
comparable properties. These expenses included fixed items such as real estate tax and
insurance, estimated management fees, and variable expenses which were reimbursed in our
income projections. We determined net cash flow after deducting estimated leasing
commissions, tenant improvement expenses, and capital reserves/expenditures, based on
projected lease roll assumptions. We selected direct capitalization rates based on such factors
as appraisal and market cap rates, property performance and tenant strength, and property
type.

- The property is unoccupied, but it is a viable location that can be used with minor structural
improvements (the dark value). In determining a dark value, we assumed each property was
unoccupied and unencumbered by any leases. Because we viewed this operating performance
decline as temporary, we stabilized the dark properties with income and expense projections,
based on market data and information from the appraisal. We deducted capital items from our
net operating income, including tenant improvements and leasing costs required to lease up
the entire unoccupied space. We then estimated one year of downtime for the lease up. We
used a stressed capitalization rate for this analysis.

- The property is no longer a viable location for the existing tenant or another related business
and must undergo major construction for alternate use. In these cases, we typically limit the
liquidation value to the land value.

Cash Flow Analysis

To determine whether the available credit support is sufficient to withstand the assumed losses,
we examined various simulated cash flow scenarios. In each scenario, the cumulative effects of
the assumptions we detailed above were four default curves in two default cycles (see table 6). In
each scenario, the class A and B notes could pay timely interest and full principal by their rated
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final maturity. Although the transaction documents require the property managers and backup
manager to make advances on interest payments (if deemed recoverable), no advances were
assumed in the cash flow modeling scenarios.

Table 6

Default Curves

Year Curve 1 (%) Curve 2 (%) Curve 3 (%) Curve 4 (%)

1 40 10 10 15

2 10 10 10 15

3 10 10 10 15

4 10 40 10 15

5 10 10 10 15

6 10 10 10 15

7 10 10 40 10

Cash Flow Sensitivities

Senior class A note sensitivity

We considered the extreme or severe levels of stress commensurate with the 'AAA' and 'AA' rating
categories and the related uncertainty for various factors, including whether the properties are
located in secondary or tertiary markets, the ability to garner insurance if certain environmental
risks arise, and our analysis related to the tail risk associated with comparable commercial real
estate portfolios. We considered a stress scenario giving no credit to cash flows after 20 years
under the 'AAA' and 'AA' categories. Under this stress sensitivity scenario, the A-1/A-2 notes and
the A-3/A-4 notes are fully paid down on the senior class A release event date in October 2039.

Liquidity stress sensitivity

To test the transaction under a distressed liquidity condition, we measured the levels of sustained
rent collection reduction that would be required for a potential downgrade (incremental stress to
our ratings case) or interest shortfall (incremental stress to unstressed, scheduled rent) (see table
7).

Table 7

Liquidity Breakeven Levels

Rating level 12-month liquidity breakeven (%)(i) Lifetime breakeven (%)(ii)

AAA 66 6

AA 68 11

A 47 8

BBB+ 45 16

(i)Represents permanent cash flow haircuts applied to unstressed scheduled rent that would result in an interest shortfall over the next 12
months. (ii)Represents permanent cash flow haircuts incremental to the ratings scenario that would result in interest shortfalls or ultimate
principal loss.
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We believe the 12-month liquidity breakeven levels in the table above demonstrate that the
transaction has sufficient resilience and that there is additional cash flow reduction that each
tranche can withstand, above our rating stresses, before downgrade rating migration would be
likely.

Release lag sensitivity

Given that there is limited historical performance data available on release timings on office and
industrial property types, we tested the transaction assuming additional release lag times in
general for all properties in the collateral pool. For the 'AAA' and 'AA' scenarios, we assumed a
release lag of 36 months, and for the 'A' and 'BBB+' scenarios, a lag of 18 months (compared with
the rating run release lag of timing of 24 months for 'AAA' and 'AA' and 12 months for 'A' and
'BBB+'). Our results showed that all the notes would pay timely interest and ultimate principal by
legal maturity under the current rating level stresses.

Legal Structure

The issuers' SPE provisions are expected to be consistent with S&P Global Ratings'
bankruptcy-remoteness criteria. In rating this transaction, S&P Global Ratings will review the
legal matters it believes are relevant to its analysis, as outlined in its criteria.

Related Criteria

- Criteria | Structured Finance | Legal: U.S. Structured Finance Asset Isolation And
Special-Purpose Entity Criteria, May 15, 2019

- Criteria | Structured Finance | General: Counterparty Risk Framework: Methodology And
Assumptions, March 8, 2019

- Criteria | Structured Finance | General: Incorporating Sovereign Risk In Rating Structured
Finance Securities: Methodology And Assumptions, Jan. 30, 2019

- Criteria | Structured Finance | General: Foreign Exchange Risk In Structured
Finance--Methodology And Assumptions, April 21, 2017

- Legal Criteria: Structured Finance: Asset Isolation And Special-Purpose Entity Methodology,
March 29, 2017

- Criteria | Structured Finance | ABS: Methodology And Assumptions For Rating North American
Single-Tenant Real Estate Triple-Net Lease-Backed Securitizations, March 31, 2016

- Criteria | Structured Finance | General: Global Framework For Assessing Operational Risk In
Structured Finance Transactions, Oct. 9, 2014

- Criteria | Structured Finance | General: Criteria Methodology Applied To Fees, Expenses, And
Indemnifications, July 12, 2012

- General Criteria: Global Investment Criteria For Temporary Investments In Transaction
Accounts, May 31, 2012

- General Criteria: Principles Of Credit Ratings, Feb. 16, 2011

- Criteria | Structured Finance | General: Methodology For Servicer Risk Assessment, May 28,
2009
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Related Research

- U.S. CMBS Conduit Update Q3 2020: New Issue Credit Metrics Mixed And The Effects Of
COVID-19 Continue To Be Monitored, Oct. 13, 2020

- U.S. And European CMBS COVID-19 Impact: Retail And Lodging Are The Hardest Hit, Sept. 28,
2020

- Global Structured Finance Scenario And Sensitivity Analysis 2016: The Effects Of
Macroeconomic The Top Five Macroeconomic Factors, Dec. 16, 2016
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